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The plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) of thin silicon oxide films

on polymers represents a technology with a long industrial tradition. The chemical

composition of films can be adjusted over a wide range from polymer-like properties

with applications as adhesion interfaces to glass-like films with applications as

scratch-resistive or barrier coatings. Despite recently reported progress regarding film

deposition under atmospheric pressure conditions (e.g. [1,2]), it is generally assumed

that low pressure techniques achieve superior film qualities (e.g. morphological

homogeneity), due to their technological maturity in comparison to atmospheric

pressure processes. In the present paper, thin SiO

2

-like films are studied which were

prepared with a dielectric barrier discharge at 10 kHz under atmospheric pressure

conditions with an innovative electrode configuration. The plasma source is operated

with argon and small admixture of hexamethyldisiloxane (HMDSO, (CH

3

)

3

SiOSi(CH

3

)

3

).

The ambient gas atmosphere was nitrogen. The complex film analysis which couples

more complementary surface diagnostic methods (Scanning Electron Microscopy,

Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy and Fourier Transform Infra-red Spectroscopy)

in kind of synergy allows drawing conclusions with regard to film deposition processes

of new atmospheric plasma sources for PECVD.

In this study, the evaluation of experimental data reveals two structural components of

the deposited films. This results in a characteristic variation of the carbon content,

which serves as a parameter to control the film quality, too.
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